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MEET THE INMU

The inmu is not like anything you have seen before. It is  
not a pillow nor a Bluetooth speaker.

The inmu is a unique sensory stimulating companion. It unfolds  
an interactive music universe of well-being, joy, and social contact – in 
co-creation with your movements. It translates touch and movement  
into soft vibration and tactile stimulation – key to improving the  
wellbeing of people.

The inmu is simple and intuitive to use. 
There are no buttons, just touch it and 
it starts to play and interact.

Initially, we developed the inmu  
with a focus on dementia. But stu-
dies have shown that people with 
depression, mental disorders, stress, 
anxiety, and busy lives in general can 
also benefit greatly from spending time 
with the inmu.

MEET THE INMU TEAM

Behind the inmu technology is the founding couple, Anders Hansen and 
Toni Marquard. Together with composer Asger Steenholdt, designer Emilie 
Dissing Wiehe, and their team of engineers, they launched the inmu in 
autumn 2O17, and thus also improved the quality of life of many users 
through auditory and haptic levels of experience. The shared interest in 
improving quality of life resulted from a personal family experience with 
dementia. 

A recent study of 5O dementia patients over a four-week period showed  
that 2/3 of inmu patients achieved a better quality of life: Rest, fewer  
daily-care conflicts, less anxiety, and better sleep. 

Another study in a psychiatric facility found out that well-being improved 
in 9 out of 1O patients with the inmu. Together with the Technical University 
of Denmark (DTU), a stress study was carried out and showed a quicker 
recovery from stressful situations amongst patients using the inmu.

www.inmutouch.com

NOMINATED 2O192ND PRICE 2O18WINNER 2O18

The inmu is trademarked. Patent pending   /   info@inmutouch.com   /  Denmark

™
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the inm
u is unique

DESIGN
Feel touched – let your finger  
tips sense and discover the tactile 
landscape of the inmu.

MUSIC
Ever changing – the inmu mirrors 
your touch and movement as the 
sound of a brook, constantly changing.

TECHNOLOGY
Intuitive and wise – the advanced technology 
of the inmu transforms your movements and 
touch into sensory stimulation.

our philosophy

inmu stands for  
”interactive music” COMPANIONSHIP: Small, lightweight, and easy to  

carry – the inmu is like a companion. It brings moments  
of peace and joy to people who need it.
 
CO-CREATING: The music develops in different 
harmonic and melodic shades depending on  
how you use the inmu. If you swing it the  
music builds up, if you give it a cuddle the  
music softens.
 
INTUITIVE: The inmu is user-friendly, no 
instruction is needed. Just pick it up and it 
wakes up – put it down and it stops.
 
CONVENIENT: Bring the inmu to the user, 
rather than the user to the inmu.
 
LONG-LASTING: The inmu is rechargeable. It has  
a long-lasting power supply for up to three weeks at 
normal use. 

DANISH DESIGN: From the very beginning the design 
experience has been a key component in developing  

the inmu. Our core values come alive in its inviting, 
tactile, and beautiful design – suitable for any home.

 
HANDMADE: The inmu is handmade and  

assembled at our factory in Denmark.
 
EASY TO MAINTAIN: The allergy-friendly  
cover can be removed and placed in the  
washing machine with your normal laundry.
 
ORGANIC SHAPE: The shape creates com-
fort while holding it. The soft cover invites you 

to touch it. It has a pocket that makes it easy to 
hold on to – also for disabled people.

RESILIENT: Made of robust materials the inmu is 
ready for daily use, it does not break if you drop it.

TAKE A MOMENT 
– BECAUSE MOMENTS MATTER

At inmutouch.com we encourage you to take a moment. A moment 
to connect, to relax, to interact, to remember, to enjoy, or to recover. 
That’s why we have developed the inmu that embodies the wonders 
of interactive music, modern technology, soft vibration, and tactile 
stimulation – because moments matter. 

Our core values are simplicity, decency, and safety. These are the 
guiding principles in everything we do – from interaction with others 
to design and product development. inmu brings moments of peace 
and joy to people who need it. To some it is a new companion and to 
others a professional tool. 

Take an inmu moment.
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